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• Abstract (300 words):
The paper deals with urban sexual atmospheres and the city's affective landscape under neoliberalism. It asks how recreational sexuality, as sociologists term the current interweaving of sexual and market relations, is created in space, through the ephemeral mood work of disparate passersby. Using textual and social semiotic methods, I analyze the mobile physical presence of business card sized advertisement for prostitution – "sex cards" - in Tel Aviv.

In recent years municipal policies has been attempting to brand Tel Aviv a gay-friendly, creative and sexy city. Part of these processes involved the spatial rearrangement of sex work by adhering to harsh retributive means in tackling prostitution-related trots and offences, as well as cleaning-up street-walking and zoning sex-industries into designated areas. Commercial sex has moved indoors, wedging into cities' centres, residential areas and even the suburbs. In this respect, the cards are a local
manifestation of an overarching and well-documented global urban trend. Many Western cities undergo various "urban regeneration" projects, attempting to appeal to creative-class gentrifiers.

My aim in this paper is to consider some of the ways in which elements that belong with the world of prostitution may become a 'quality' or an experience that animates the urbanscape and contributes to its appeal. If the cards represent prostitution, dirty fantasies and less-than glamorous urban scenes and places, then how does this render the urban atmosphere sexy and creative? I argue that although the cards belong to the illicit, abject sections of the sex industry and the urban underworld, they nevertheless constantly make visible recreational sexuality, by placing it within middle class neighborhoods. In this way the cards facilitate a general emotional and imaginative labour and help create a sexually charged and exciting urban atmosphere. In this respect, the cards are conducive to the workings of neoliberal, emotional capitalism.
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